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• What is steganography? Steganalysis?
• How do you detect it?
• Can we determine the prevalence of steganography in mobile 
device photographs?
• What is the Steganography App Database - StegoAppDB and 
why do we need a large reference database of smartphone 
camera images?
• StegoAppDB is now available for use and download
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Steganography and Steganalysis 
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• Steganography: sending a message without the appearance of a 
message in the media 
• “Hiding in plain sight”









• Intellectual property crimes
• Industrial espionage
• Other spy activities
• Financial crimes – bookkeeping, etc.
• Other criminal activities
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… and steg detection users
• Crime labs
• Companies producing cyber security software
• Companies that require data and IP protection 
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Do we know the prevalence of 
mobile steganography?
• What is the prevalence of steganography in mobile phone 
photographs?
• It is not known
o No known software package that can test for steganography 
content in mobile phone photographs from stego apps on 
mobile phones
• A forensic corpora that supports this investigation can help 
answer this and more questions by supporting software tool 
development to perform steg detection on such images
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Why a large reference database of 
smartphone camera images?
• Landmark report by National Academy of Sciences (2009) 
o Creating effective tools for forensic practitioners requires 
developers have access to standardized forensic corpora
• A reference database:
o Allows software tools to be developed and benchmarked 
o Allows an experiment to be tested for its reproducibility
o Allows weak results to be identified, leading to improvements
• We identified a gap in datasets for mobile steg detection
o StegoAppDB is publicly available, large (> 810,000 images), and 
richly annotated and provenanced





How to steg detect
1. If image is an exact copy of another image: use hash tables
o StegoHunt (Wetstone)
2. If a known signature is suspected, extract and test for it
3. If unknown or known to be random, use artificial intelligence
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How to steg detect
1. If image is an exact copy of another image: use hash tables
o Stego Hunt (Wetstone)
2. If a known signature is suspected, extract and test for it
o Stego Hunt (Wetstone); DC3 StegDetect (government lab)
3. If unknown or known to be random, use artificial intelligence 
or create your own software tool
o Hard problem, academics making good progress using 
Machine Learning/AI techniques and LOTS of data
• 10,000s to millions of image data
need a large reference dataset!
https://forensicstats.org/stegoappdb/
Questions?
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Thank you!
